To the Editor:

I read with more than routine interest the article by Ted Pincus and his colleagues, “Hotel-Based Medicine”\(^1\). There are 2 subsets of this genre that deserve comment: putative speaker training and steakhouse medicine.

A few months ago, I was invited to a “speaker training session” for a new drug, held, of course, at a fancy hotel. I was amazed to discover that: (1) I was one of more than 50 doctors in the room representing many different specialties; (2) the presenters were on a different floor of the same hotel, but their lectures were being videocast into our room; and (3) the lectures were also being broadcast to hundreds of other doctors in many additional locations. It soon became clear that most of the audience would probably never lecture to anyone about anything, and that this was really a promotional marketing meeting being disguised as speaker training. Although comments about the slides were solicited in order to justify the “consultancy,” it seemed quite unlikely that any of the suggested changes would pass review by the lawyers. That was also my first exposure to the concept that the slides would have to be presented to an audience without any alteration.

On my way home, I had a Eureka moment. Here on Long Island, most rheumatologists get 4–6 dinner invitations a month for the fanciest places in the area, mostly now for talks about biologics. The representatives for the drug companies are pressured by their managers to fill the room, and they get frustrated when doctors say that they have too many dinners and are tired of the same old speakers on the same old topics with the same old choice of salmon or shell steak. So the solution is obvious. Since the speaker’s sole function is to read the slides without comment, the companies should hire attractive movie stars (of either sex) to give the talks. Surely if Angelina Jolie or Brad Pitt were talking about a new treatment for rheumatoid arthritis, the house would be packed. I for sure would gladly sign up!
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